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Niche businesses
are often
dominated by a
single large
player, or two

Introduction
At Cabot we often talk about BIG themes and BIG
opportunities:

companies

revolutionizing

massive

industries like cars, entertainment, or computing. Those
companies

receive

breathless,

minute-by-minute

coverage on TV and in the financial press. But investors
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Niche businesses
often have low
recurring capital
needs

should not overlook the smaller, cozier industries where
the companies have low profiles, high profit margins,
and benign competition. Some of these niche industries
are downright oddball. But the steady profits they
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Niche businesses
are frequently
ignored by Wall
Street

produce are the right color to us!
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Niche businesses are often dominated by a single large player, or perhaps two
They do not attract new competition, even from low-cost producers in China, because the rewards of
“winning” market share are too small; a new entrant would depress margins for everyone, leaving no
profits even for that new entrant. Therefore, market shares stay stable and new competitors stay out.
That leaves an entrenched incumbent who, if they take care of their customers, will build a strong brand
and a wide moat. The CEO of one of our holdings, Idex Corp (IEX) is fond
of saying that pumps are a massive market. There are hundreds of
Pumps are a
companies that make pumps in the world, but only one that dominates
massive
pumps for chocolate. He is, of course, referring to an Idex subsidiary,
market. There
Viking. What does that mean for him and the company he leads? There are
are hundreds of
a few customers, even fewer competitors, and very little threat that one of
companies that
the big industrial pump makers -known for pumping water or sewage- is
make pumps in
going to try to build a brand among the world’s few chocolate makers. This
the world, but
characteristic is shared by many of Idex’s 45 niche businesses, a collection
only one that
assembled over many years. In fact, it is Idex’s business model to acquire
niche businesses, run them well, and reinvest the profits where they can
dominates
earn the best return.
pumps for

CHOCOLATE!

Viking pumps are used in processing chocolate (bean to
bulk), making confections (bulk to bar), and plants that do
both (bean to bar). Whether it’s loading or unloading
tanker trucks, transferring materials from one process to
another, or recirculating dark, milk or white chocolate in an
enrobing machine, Viking does it all. Typical applications
are shown on the process map above.

Source: Idex
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Niche Businesses often have low recurring capital needs
Having a stable market share in a stable industry means you don’t
have to plow all your profits back into new facilities, equipment,

Day-Glo:

or inventory. These businesses are, by definition, established.

No. 1 in the supply of daylight
fluorescent color

They are not trying to plant a flag in new territory; such ventures
are often expensive and risky. Niche businesses have a stable
base of fixed assets from which they can serve their small market.
That means all profits are available to reward shareholders with
generous dividends or spend the cash on growth elsewhere.
Berkshire Hathaway (BRK/A or BRK/B), with a market cap
near $500 billion, competes in some massive industries like
insurance

and

railroads.

However,

sprinkled

throughout

Berkshire’s massive operations are smaller businesses that gush
profits, even if they don’t grow very fast. See’s Candies, Brooks
running shoes, and Lubrizol, have some of the most unusual
insurance contracts. Berkshire’s Chairman and CEO, Warren
Buffet, perhaps the greatest capital allocator of all time, is not
bothered that these niche companies don’t grow fast; he’s happy
to reinvest their profits where they will grow.
RPM International makes a broad array of coatings, sealants,

Dryvit:
No. 1 North American supplier of
exterior insulation and finish
systems

Mohawk:
No. 1 market share position in
North America for professional
touch-up and repair products for
furniture and cabinetry

Pettit:
The global market leader in
water-based antifouling paints
for the marine industry
Some of RPM’s specialty brands. Source: RPM

and chemicals. Some go to industrial companies (Tremco,
Carboline), others to consumers through home improvement
stores (Rustoleum, DAP). But RPM’s highest-margin segment is
Specialty Products. It includes fluorescent pigments, marine
coatings, furniture protection products, and edible coatings.
Many of these have high market share in small categories, and
the cash flows they generate have helped RPM raise its dividend
for 45 years in a row. They also help diversify RPM, since many
are not as tethered to construction as the rest of RPM. In the
company’s own words, these specialty brands “do not compete
with RPM’s traditional peers.” That helps make the segment so
profitable, but it also brings us to the final benefit of niches…
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Niche Businesses are frequently ignored by Wall Street
Stock analysts are busy people. They are expected to know a certain number of companies and industries
in great depth, and they have no more time than the rest of us do. So, does it make sense to study a small
industry with only one publicly traded participant? Or might they choose to cover a larger industry,
where the same dynamics (supply, demand, regulation) apply to 7 or 8 companies? Time management
leads Wall Street to ignore some exceptional businesses that are either peerless or not easily categorized.
The first time I listened to a quarterly conference call with Chemed’s (CHE) management team, there
were no questions from the analysts at the end. Zero. Not many Wall Street analysts follow the company
to start with, and perhaps some were busy, and others didn’t have an impressive-sounding question at
the ready. Either way, I was immediately interested. A company that falls through
the cracks of Wall Street’s coverage can easily become mispriced, and that means

A company
that falls
through the
cracks of
Wall Street’s
coverage can
easily
become
mispriced,
and that
means a
potential
investment
opportunity.

a potential investment opportunity. How does Chemed garner so little attention?
They suffer from an utter lack of peers, thanks to an unusual combination of
subsidiaries. The company is made up of two segments: Roto-Rooter (a drain
cleaning business) and VITAS (a hospice provider). Both businesses are unusual,
if not unique among publicly traded stocks. But the combination is downright odd,
and that makes this an easy company for big brokerages to ignore.

Conclusion
Mass markets hold great appeal to entrepreneurs, salespeople, and investors alike. They make for big,
easy-to-see targets. Unfortunately, that sometimes means that too many companies will target them,
leaving few profits to spread around. There exist great opportunities in companies that dominate small,
overlooked markets or market segments...niches. We’ve discussed a few in this piece. Hopefully it has
given you a sense that bigger is not always better.
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is appropriate for you. Past performance of either the domestic or international markets or any specific
investment is not predictive of future results nor will diversification alone protect from loss.

